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Tokyo, Japan - Save the Children Japan ("Save the Children") announced that Save the Children and Sony Group 

Corporation ("Sony") have entered into an agreement to launch a new partnership through the "Sony Global Relief 

Fund for COVID-19". 

 Under the new partnership, Save the Children receives approximately US$3 million in total over three-year period 

from 2024 to support activities to address child poverty through the project of Cash Assistance for Children to 

economically disadvantaged families in Japan, and to address child protection issues and to build resilience of 

children and youth in Bangladesh and Mozambique. 

 

 Child poverty remains a serious issue in Japan due to the aftermath of COVID-19 pandemic and the rising cost of 

living. In response to the situation, Save the Children implements the nationwide project "Cash Assistance for 

Children - Support for New Enrollment" to new first-year junior high and first-year high school students, those who 

are from households with economic and living difficulties. The project aims to reduce the financial burdens of 

educational expenses on households, and to leverage voices for policy recommendation against child poverty.  

 

In foreign countries, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, such as the contraction of economic activities and 

prolonged school closures, has led to the loss of learning and employment opportunities for children and youth. 

Particularly in Bangladesh, which is highly affected by climate change and refugee influx, and in Mozambique 

affected by climate change and conflicts, there are a myriad of interconnected challenges, necessitating a cross-

sectoral approach. In response to this situation, Save the Children is dedicated to strengthening systems in the 

child protection and education sectors, while concurrently implementing initiatives aimed at enhancing the resilience 

of children and youth. 

 

“Sony is proud to collaborate with Save the Children to support child poverty issue in Japan due to the pandemic 

as well as protecting and improving resilience of children and youth overseas.  Established in April 2020, 'Sony 

Global Relief Fund for COVID-19' has supported those affected by the pandemic in the areas of 'medical,' 

'education' and 'creative communities'.  Through the partnership with Save the Children, we will further support 

efforts to address social issues that have become more serious or apparent since the outbreak of COVID-19,” said 

Shiro Kambe, Senior Executive Vice President, Sony Group Corporation. 

 

In 2011, Sony and Save the Children jointly launched the RESTART JAPAN Support Project*1 to support 

rebuilding after the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. Then, in 2016, after the Kumamoto earthquake, the two 

organizations launched the Emergency Disaster and Recovery Fund for Children*2. Then, in 2021 the two 

organizations to Jointly Promote Development of Resilient Communities Against Disasters*3. In those cases, Sony 
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and Save the Children sought to actively support children, who will grow up to shape the future of the world.  

 

Sony has supported children for many years under the slogan “For the Next Generation,” and Save the Children’s 

vision is to make children’s rights to survival, development, protection and participation a reality worldwide. They 

hope to further strengthen their collaboration through this partnership by working together to build a world where 

every child can be safe and enjoy peace of mind. 

 

*1: The RESTART JAPAN support project, which ran from 2011 to 2016, conducted various programs helping 

protect and care for children in areas affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake, with a focus on education and 

creative activities.  

*2: The Emergency Disaster and Recovery Fund for Children has contributed nearly 160 million yen for disaster 

relief around the world starting in 2016, distributing relief supplies and conducting other support initiatives such as 

opening Child Friendly Spaces. See the following link for further details: 

https://www.sony.net/SonyInfo/csr/ForTheNextGeneration/emergencyfund/ 

*3: To Jointly Promote Development of Resilient Communities Against Disasters project is strengthening disaster 

preparedness in local communities and schools, thereby helping to provide reliability and safety for children. See the 

following link for further details: 

https://www.sony.com/en/SonyInfo/News/Press/202103/21-0319E/ 

 

 

About Save the Children 

Save the Children is an international NGO that works to make children’s rights to survival, development, protection 

and participation a reality worldwide. Established in the UK in 1919, it is currently active in supporting children in 

nearly 120 countries. 
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